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By Dominic Lawson

Hardinge Simpole Limited. Paperback. Condition: New. 264 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.5in. x
0.9in.A remarkable book - perhaps the most intimate portrait of a chess genius ever written . . . The
Inner Game has all the compulsion of a good thriller Robert Harris (author of Fatherland), Spectator
Lawson does a superb job of evoking tension and narrative in a way that all the coverage at the
rime failed to do . . . the real flavour of the effort of analysis is captured and the dirty tricks and
psychological warfare make good, sensational reading Bryan Appleyard, Literary Review Lawson
creates great drama out of his material. . . the tension is brilliantly sustained. And no, you dont
have to be a chess expert or even to have played the game at all to enjoy this book Simon OHagan,
Independent on Sunday An engrossing study of a rarified world of eccentricity and achievement . . .
a tale of guile and skulduggery: bugged rooms, bribed coaches, tapped telephones, bluff and
counterbluff. Much of it reads like a le Carre novel. . . A closely observed and hugely entertaining
portrait of a prodigious British talent Henry Marten, Sunday Telegraph If Nigel...
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth looking at. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask me).
-- Prof. Jeremie Kozey-- Prof. Jeremie Kozey

The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mrs. Alta Kling V-- Mrs. Alta Kling V
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